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Ptaah 

Even so it took time. However, what you addressed and explained was and is of enormous importance 
and significance, and it was very good that you also took up and clarified this topic once, because the 
need for this is effective, especially in this day and age of Corona disease, to which I also
have a word to say.

The great evil of the Corona pandemic only started after the disease had been could begin to spread 
more openly than the lockdown orders were relaxed and even lifted as a result of the stupidity of the 
world's leaders. Which until then had been going up and down on a relatively low level moving 1st 
wave has since then been able to balance itself out, spreading over all states and many
millions of infected people who will now rise to around 40 million, while the death toll will also 
continue to rise until the end of of this month will exceed the 1st million number. But this will not be 
the end, because already in one week the corona epidemic will rise with renewed vigour and the 2nd 
wave of the corona pandemic will emerge, for which this time the culprits will not only be the state 
authorities, but by and large the people themselves. This is because these people will recklessly and 
unscrupulously and irresponsibly disregard all the necessary precautions and safety measures and will 
demonstrate against them just as stupidly and foolishly in many places openly and masklessly, as will 
the stupidly brazen climate demonstrators, who have no knowledge whatsoever of the truth of
effective causes of climate change, but will still travel to Antarctica in their simplicity to
to demonstrate nonsensically there. Especially in the EU countries, especially in Germany, but also in 
Switzerland etc., numerous stupid young people will demonstratively create unrest and disorder and 
show their stupidity whereby adults and also stupid state leaders will be animated to take on the costs 
of the to order costly, half-hearted and effectively useless measures from the population or taxpayers
and to enforce it. And this will happen instead of the authorities and the government officials and state 
leaders finally beginning to consider steps to take effective measures to attack and end the evil where 
the real origin lies, namely in the rampant overpopulation. Effectively it is necessary
to fight the already ongoing catastrophe of climate change at its origin, in terms of a limitation
the overpopulation, which has long since been overflowing, and for which the needs of innumerable 
goods all ecosystems, nature and its flora and fauna as well as the climate have already been destroyed 
to such an extent, much of it even completely destroyed and exterminated, that many things can never 
recover and never regenerate.

It must also be said that the duration and the disaster of the Corona Plague and its consequences will 
continue far into the future and will claim many more victims due to the unreasonableness of those who
are incapable of governance and of that part of the population that is vegetating in stupidity. However, 
that part of the population which is not to blame for all the disaster will suffer and will also have to 
bear the damage, if it is reasonable and responsible to invest in all the necessary protective and security
measures against the Corona virus.
Due to the stupidity and unreasonableness of leaders in countries where the disease has been largely 
controlled and has subsided, will be revoked as a result of negligent cancellation or failure to retain the
protective decrees to maintain a certain state of less infection and death, the epidemic again



break out and again rapidly take hold. In addition, as a result of the unintelligent part of the non-
thinking and consequently stupid populations villages, cities and states are again strongly affected by 
the Corona epidemic and many new victims will be claimed.
Which results in the relationship that apparently also from the epidemic recovering only hardly 
recognizable, then in the future however serious health-endangering consequential damages carry and 
will carry on as well as also on the descendants transferred and kidnapped will increase with the time. 
Also itself directly as well as indirectly health damage of numerous organic species resulting from the 
corona epidemic will increase and will be far in the future brings suffering and misery. All this together 
with what now in the next few months of disaster as a result irrationality, recklessness, lack of wisdom, 
as a result of irrationality and irresponsibility of the people, and whose state misconduct and state 
irresponsibility is still to come.  At the end of my remarks I would like to advise:

1. the present state of affairs and the situation that will continue to be maintained in the same way for 
some time to come requires that my remarks mentioned today should also be published and made 
public for all those interested in them, contrary to any antagonistic, stupid ones that may arise,
reckless, indifferent and irresponsible people who contradict the admonitions, who
appear outside the FIGU association circle and against their own reason and intellect they are brazenly 
stupid raise their voices.

2. in dealing with fellow men outside the direct family circle and common residential circle of a close 
community, in which a community security is handled with community protection measures and these 
are also correctly maintained, a high security of infection prevention can be ensured, consequently in 
the relevant direct community circles no special protection measures must be taken.

3. special external protective measures - such as at workplaces, extra-community work of any kind in 
cooperation with external persons - must be observed without fail, whereby work
should only be carried out using suitable and cleaned and disinfected respiratory masks,
as well as, if possible, to maintain and observe an appropriate safety distance from person to person
is required.

4. special protective measures to the outside - like when buying food and goods of all kinds, like
also at bank, post office and other business locations, as well as during private visits or by doctors, 
clinics and business interests etc. - are necessary in dealing with all persons, whereby suitable
Respiratory masks must be worn and the appropriate distance from person to person must be observed 
and maintained the distance rule should be 2 meters, if possible, but not less than 1.5 meters in relation 
to strangers, this distance to people who are closely known and with a high degree of certainty a
non-infection possibility can be reduced to 1 meter distance.
5. in public transport and buildings of all kinds, suitable and cleaned and
Disinfected respiratory masks must be worn. Also outdoors, as required by the situation of personal 
encounters, suitable respiratory masks should be worn and the appropriate distance from person to 
person must be observed.

6. the use of mouth-nose covers or self-produced fabric masks should be avoided,
because they are not sufficiently particle filtering with regard to speech droplets and respiratory 
aerosols, as well as Face visors or face shields are completely unsuitable and useless, therefore only 
professionally used for their intended purpose manufactured respirators with a FFP2 and FFP3 quality 
particle filter should be used.  Ordinary fabrics or microfibre cloths as well as dry or wet handkerchiefs,
scarves or similar etc., cannot contribute to protection, because these materials are designed to filter out
viruses, bacteria, Fungi, microorganisms and parasites are not suitable, therefore such masks and mask 



aids are not used for protection against pathogens. So wearing a selfmade Mouthguard no protection. In
the best case, such protective measures can help to reduce the risk of to reduce the risk of infection of 
other people, because droplets of speech and breath aerosols may be held back a little by coughing or 
sneezing, but this cannot be guaranteed.

7. also the use of professionally good respirators can be used in a good way only against bacteria, 
fungi, Microorganisms and parasites can be particle-filtering, but not against viruses, because even the 
best FFP3 respiratory masks can provide a maximum of 94 to 96 percent protection against viruses.
Real protection against viruses can only be provided by protective masks in combination with FFP3 
high-security protective suits and dry cleaning.
8. greetings by handshake or elbow touch etc. should be avoided, because also
Contact with clothes, even with elbow contact, etc., can occur as a result of droplet transfer or on 
materials viruses, bacteria, fungal spores, micro-organisms and parasites are transmitted to adherent 
aerosols, and thereby infecting diseases and epidemics.
9. the safest, cleanest and most infection-free way of greeting and saying goodbye is the one you
I am a medical and virological specialist and, in the present time of the corona epidemic pandemic, I 
suggest and recommend this ritual to all people on earth as the safest and most ideal way of greeting 
and saying goodbye, following your example:
1. verbal farewell at a distance;
2. light bowing forward;
3. place right flat hand on left chest side at heart level.

Billy 
With this, I had no problems getting through the world without any contagious diseases etc. Besides, I 
have always followed this rule even without corona disease.
But what you say about the spread of the disease doesn't sound good. Also what the climate brings 
sounds not good, as you said lately, because if the ice melts in the frame, as you said lately, then
it will be there at the South Pole again like when I was there with your father Sfath, namely all green, 
with large trees. But then there will be no dinosaurs there like in the past. But one thing will be for sure,
that When the climate crashes completely and the Antarctic, like the Arctic, becomes green again, earth 
resources will be plundered on a large scale. This is what Sfath said when he showed me the mineral 
resources has shown how the ore deposits, coal seams, mineral and also diamond deposits and methane 
gas deposits for energy production would be robbed if it came to that. diamonds etc. and so are already
illegally robbed in Antarctica today, as you let me see when we were down below.

Ptaah 
Everything is operated illegally and against all international resolutions in a criminal manner, by
Criminals, who, for the sole purpose of profit, have completely ruthlessly destroyed the last places that 
have hardly been touched by human hands will also be completely destroyed and annihilated. Also the  
earthly scientists are not better, at least those, who ruthlessly rage in the Antarctic and do wrong.
But now, Eduard, it has become late and I have to go. Farewell, and goodbye.

Billy 
Yes, I also think it's about time and I'm closing the computer and my store.
Bye, and goodbye


